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ITALY
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PREMIUM QUALITY

Proxind
SAN X

Sanitizing liquid for ultrasonic 
nebulizers.



PACKAGING
The ultrasonic nebulizer liquid is available in two different formats: 125 ml and 5 l.
> 125-ml bottles are sold/supplied in boxes containing 10 bottles
> 5-liter tanks are sold/supplied in boxes containing 4 tanks

Proxind boasts over 20 years of experience in sanitizing ultrasonic nebulizers.
NebulaXClean by Proxind is a nontoxic aqueous solution for cleaning, sanitizing and 
deodorizing vehicles, environments and A/C systems.
The ultrasound technology used allows the sanitizing liquid to be nebulized, transforming it 
into a fine mist, whose particles have a diameter of less than 5 microns. Such mist saturates 
the passenger compartment of vehicles, rooms or air-conditioning systems.
NebulaXClean was designed to be used with ultrasonic nebulizers, such as NebuX machine 
by Proxind.

/ SANITIZING LIQUID FOR ULTRASONIC NEBULIZERS

Eliminates microorganisms such 
as fungi, bacteria and viruses

Eliminates 
bad smells

Prevents allergic 
reactions

Ensures fresh and 
clean environments

ADVANTAGES
PROPERTIES OF THE LIQUID

ANTIBACTERIAL EFFECT ASSESSMENT

TREATMENT CHARACTERISTICS
NebulaXClean by Proxind must be installed inside an ultrasonic nebulizer. The liquid 
features a five-step operation:

Pour the sanitizing liquid to be nebulized into the ultrasonic nebulizer tank.1

Plug the nebulizer into a socket after placing it on the car mat on the passenger side of the 
vehicle or the environment you wish to sanitize.
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The sanitizing process ends when the liquid reaches the minimum level indicated by the 
related sensor or when the timer inside the ozonator expires.
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Once the treatment is completed, it will be possible to return the vehicle to the customer 
or access the environment in complete safety.

Before using the product, please carefully read the related Safety Sheet.
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Press START to activate the sanitizing process. The ultrasonic nebulizer will thus nebulize 
the sanitizing liquid. The particles formed with the ultrasound nebulizing process will fill 
the air and homogeneously spread throughout vehicles (seats, mats, dashboards, 
steering wheel and air conditioners) or environments (tables, curtains, sofas and furniture) 
ensuring an effective sanitizing action.
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The Department of Public Health Science of Università di Modena e Reggio Emilia has stated that 
NebulaXClean sanitizing liquid has outstanding antibacterial properties (NebulaXClean is the 
commercial name given by Proxind to ULTRACLEAN liquid).
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